8-13 APRIL 2019  
06:30-UTC each day  

Delaware County Fire Training Center  
Hamden, NY  

Cost $850.00  
Includes meals, certification fees and textbooks.  
Lodging is NOT included in tuition fee.

78 hour Basic Tactical EMS Class  
Hamden, NY  

The TOMS-Basic course is designed for EMS providers who desire entry level training in the practice of emergency medicine in austere or dangerous environments. Although particularly suited for those EMTs currently serving on special operations teams, the basic principles of this program have wide applicability to any situation in which a care provider must practice under hostile, austere, and delayed transport conditions.

MAJOR TOPICS COVERED INCLUDE:

- TACTICAL COMBAT CASUALTY CARE
- MEDICAL PROVIDER CERTIFICATION
- DEFENSIVE TACTICS
- HELICOPTER OPERATIONS
- MEDICAL THREAT ASSESSMENTS
- BASIC TACTICS AND PATROLLING
- TEAM HEALTHCARE OPERATIONS
- K9 EMERGENCY MEDICINE
- LAND NAVIGATION
- BASIC SUTURING & WOUND CARE
- LESS LETHAL WEAPONS
- FORCE ON FORCE FIELD TRAINING EXERCISE
- MUCH, MUCH MORE!

For more information or to register for this course go to:  
http://www.emtactgroup.com/toms-basic

Emergency Management Tactical Group  
www.emtactgroup.com  
emtacgroup@gmail.com